Strong turbulence measurements that are taken using real time optical wireless experimental setups are valuable when studying the effects of turbulence regimes on a propagating optical beam. In any kind of FSO system, for us to know the strength of the turbulence thus the refractive index structure constant, is beneficial for having an optimum bandwidth of communication. Even if the FSO Link is placed very well-high-above the ground just to have weak enough turbulence effects, there can be severe atmospheric conditions that can change the turbulence regime. Having a successful theory that will cover all regimes will give us the chance of directly processing the image in existing or using an additional hardware thus deciding on the optimum bandwidth of the communication line at firsthand.
INTRODUCTION
Studying the effects of turbulence on a propagating beam on a horizontal direction is essential for every system that have the substance of air propagation. In any kind of FSO system, strength of the turbulence thus the refractive index structure constant, is commanding on our bandwidth of communication [1] .
Even in commercial FSO Links that are placed very well-high-above the ground just to have weak enough turbulence effects, there can be severe atmospheric conditions that can increase the turbulence strength or a light rain that will smooth out the spatial effects of optical scintillation within the propagation of the beam path. The weather conditions are mainly effective on the strength of the turbulence [2, 3] . Strong turbulence theory is applied only when the intensity variance is bigger than '1' thus the intensity variance has to be measured beforehand [4, 5] .
Having a successful theory that will cover all regimes in terms of turbulence strength will give us an upper hand on optimizing the communication system. Weak turbulence theory is well studied and backed up with the experimental data. In the preceding sections, data acquisition techniques for moderate-to-strong turbulence regimes and Aperture Averaging factor results for various turbulence strengths will be given.
Scintillation is an inevitable phenomenon that occurs on any optical propagation system with a considerable distance. Tiny bit of temperature change along the optical path is all that is needed for fluctuations in the refractive index constant in the air. Intensity variations can be expressed as, 2 
where I is the Intensity at the receiving point detector.
The Rytov method provides a solution for the variance of the log intensity fluctuations seen by a point detector for a plane wave in weak turbulence conditions, Although the Rytov variance stands for weak turbulence fluctuations, in the literature it is considered a measure of turbulence strength by either increasing the refraction structure parameter (C n 2 ) or the propagation path length (L) [6] . Behavior of the scintillation on the receiver point is somewhat interesting. Experimental and theoretical results showed that scintillation at the receiver increases with the Rytov variance until a maximum value. Then the weak nature of the turbulence decreases and strong turbulence inhomogeneities start to have a larger effect on the scintillation so by multiple scattering the scintillation slowly decreases and reaches to a saturation level [6] .
In weak turbulence theory, it has been assumed that the correlation length of the intensity fluctuations is on the order of the first fresnel zone, propagates and scintillation appears like the outcome of multiple sources with distinct but random phases [7] .
Andrews and Phillips developed a model for the plane wave case that is valid under all fluctuation conditions. This was done through replacing the Kolmogorov spectrum with the effective Kolmogorov spectrum [ 8, 9, 10] ,
where the large-scale filter function that passes only spatial frequencies
and the small-scale filter function passing only y κ κ > is, 
Using the modified Rytov theory, the scintillation index is defined in terms of the large-scale 
The scintillation index for a plane wave, excluding inner scale effects, is then defined to be [8, 9] 
where 2 R σ is the Rytov variance for a plane wave. Equation (7) reduces to the Rytov variance under weak turbulence conditions, and to the Andrews asymptotic model under strong turbulence conditions. For a spherical wave, the scintillation index for zero inner scale effects is defined by [8, 9] 
The main assumption is that the small-scale fluctuations are modulated by large-scale fluctuations of the wave. So the theory above treats the atmosphere like a linear spatial filter which causes the loss of transverse spatial coherence of the propagating wave by getting rid of scale sizes that are defined by the coherence radius and the scattering disk.
The heuristic approach based on the trusted physical arguments presented by Andrews et al. for Aperture Averaging Factor for moderate to strong turbulent regimes is given below. 
where, 
The Aperture Averaging factor is defined by, 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental Site
The outdoor experimental setup has been completed and aligned ready for data collection at different weather conditions. One of the outdoor experimental locations is chosen to be the Odeon Parking Lot at Bilkent University's Main Campus in Ankara, Turkey. The Length of the beam path is about 250 meters. The declination of the beam path is approximately 3.42 0 . The height of the transmitters and receivers is 85 centimeters above the ground inducing strong turbulence to the propagating beam. The second setup is chosen as the Kim Engineering Building Parking Lot, University of Maryland at College Park, which represents a distance between the receiver and transmitter of about 120 meters. The selected site represents a uniform plain that is approximately 1.2 meters high above the ground to represent strong turbulence measurements. The convenient line of sight chosen, has a green bush and a tree barrier on one side so it is suitable for creating big eddies along the way. The site is also close to power plugs at both ends of our experiment and the ground level is homogeneous from start to end which all play an important role in choosing our experimental location. Figure 1 shows a satellite picture of the experimental locations chosen for the outdoor strong turbulence experiment. 
Experimental Setup
We have used a 35 mW He-Ne laser with a 30x beam expander with a directional freedom we got with the special heavy-duty tripod on the transmitter side. In the receiver side, we have collected the beam with a Celestron telescope and stored the turbulence induced beam shape with the help of our focus adaptor and a CCD camera. We have used a Pulnix camera model M1402-CL with 30fps and 1392 x 1040 monochromatic resolution settings.
Fig.2. Overall Schematic of the experiment
The general schematics can be seen in Figure 2 . The transmitter part as shown in Figure 3 was setup on a portable breadboard with a rigid enclosure built specially to protect the equipment and optics from the rain and severe weather conditions. Since it is a flat, open area to be used for our outdoor link, we should be expecting strong winds and heavy rain for our setup. Our setup is strong and rigid enough to bear those winds and well enclosed for the water to leak. The enclosed transmitter setup is 15 kg excluding the heavy duty tripods. A rifle scope is placed at the top of the transmitter enclosure for the use in the alignment of the beam. The electric power is supplied from electric utility poles that exist in the experimental area. The receiver side consists of the Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope followed by the He-Ne filter and the CCD camera. The images are taken by a CCD camera which is connected to the frame-grabber card onto a laptop for capturing frames into AVI files. The receiver part shown in Figure 4 is about 31.5 kg and is mounted on heavy duty tripods. An adapter has been especially constructed from aluminum for holding the He-Ne Filter to the telescope and the camera to the filter. With the help of the rifle scope, the alignment process has become an easy process. We used big white boards on the receiver side to help us center the beam onto the telescope. As the Gaussian beam travels over 250 meters, it expands in size and we center the beam at the receiver side to ensure the center part of the beam is seen by the telescope allowing us to use the plane-wave approximation in our calculations.
Weak turbulence experimental locations as well as the optical instruments for the outdoor turbulence experiment are mentioned in our previous works [2] .
Date Acquisition
The saturation at the CCD camera was critical. Depending on the humidity of the weather, we had to change the attenuation level of the beam that goes through the camera. For us to have a data with most of the information that we are interested in, the dynamic range of the images' pixels must be well studied during the experiment and the attenuation should be chosen accordingly.
The method of choosing high attenuators and trying to increase the intensity of the image with the camera's built-in gain settings is observed to be unsuccessful. The intensity amplifier had just added a constant value through the doughnut shape and the turbulence effects are somehow averaged over spatial values and temporal values. A moderate turbulence induced sequential images with high gain settings can be seen in Figure 5 . Before starting on storing the experimental data, images are taken as a sample and image processing techniques are applied in order to find where exactly the beam lies. Then, the histogram of the images is taken in order to compare the contrast of them. Low gain settings are applied in order to get rid of the amplifier noise in the image and the attenuator that results with the most dynamic contrast is chosen.
As we can see from Figure 6 , the faulty image has interference with the background. The separation between the information and the noise seems to be interfering with each other. On the other hand when we look at the histogram of the appropriate image in Figure 7 , the separation is much clearer. The transition from the noise (background) to information is almost flat. Once proper attenuation settings are chosen and the appropriate images are located, image processing techniques using frame analysis are applied to find the aperture averaging factor. Such processing techniques applied to the images will be discussed in detail in this paper. A sample strong turbulence induced image can be seen in Figure 8 . 
Technique on masking the image
The ideal image at the receiver side without any turbulence should be seen as a perfect donut shape. In terms of intensity distribution, we can safely approximate the same intensity value at each point (plane wave approximation) since .
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Existing data from the University of Maryland setup have been used to test our software. The dark area occurs in the middle because of the small diameter mirror of the Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope at the receiver side blocking the central portion of the image. Due to turbulence induced fluctuations, the intensity distribution of the image at the receiver becomes rather plain and simple as shown in Figure 9 .The result of the region software can be seen in Figure 10 . In order to analyze the image we have to set some deterministic boundaries for where our information lies. Mainly we can determine these boundaries by only two parameters, radius of the inner circle and radius of the outer circle. The preceding method will explain the steps of succession in our software. At first, we subtract the background noise, which is only one frame that is taken from the camera when the laser is off, caused by the noise that is coming from thermal radiations or sun rays. After that process, a smoothing operation is needed to reduce the effects of the turbulence generated paths from the inner circle to the outer circle. Examples of such images can be seen in Figure 11 and Figure 12 .
Then we convert a binary image from the result to see where our information lies. Smoothing operation gives us a better understanding of the inner and outer boundaries of the image. The difference caused by the smoothing operation can be clearly seen in Figures 13 and 14 . Labeling each of the closed boundaries gives us several regions inside our image matrix. The biggest one of these should be able to give us the outer radius of the image. For the region with the biggest area, we are able to fit a square or a circle after that by calculating the minimum and maximum location points in the x-axis and the y-axis. The same operation applies for the inner circle. The only difference is that the region of the inner circle is assumed to be higher than 1/8 of the size of the image considering the structure of Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope.
Once the inner and outer radii of the captured frames are determined, the same framing technique discussed previously is used in calculating the aperture averaging factor [2, 3] . The better masking technique discussed above produced a more efficient aperture averaging factor results.
The In terms of velocity fluctuations in the air which is appearing as wind, inner scale is defined by Near to the ground, inner scale of turbulence is typically between 1mm to 10 mm [10] . So the study of inner scale effects without a scintillometer is somewhat hard. In the work of Andrews et al. [11] , inner scale have been measured between 1 to 10 mm in strong turbulence regimes. In this work with scintillation index calculations, inner scale factor is assumed to be 5 mm. The effect of the inner scale factor can be seen in Figure 15 . The error factors in strong turbulence analyses can very well be a cause of the effect of the difference of the real inner scale and the assumed. It is very clear from Figure 15 that even though there isn't much of a difference when the induced turbulence is weak, as the Rytov variance gets bigger, the effect of the inner scale becomes vital. Effect of the receiving aperture is clearly seen in Figure 16 . With the right amount of receiver size it is clear that even though the Rytov variance gets bigger, the intensity variance can be optimized for optical communication regardless of the inner scale value. 
RESULTS
Variations of turbulence strength estimation methods as well as frame image analysis techniques are then been applied to the experimental data in order to study the effects of different parameters on the result.
Aperture averaging factor for different centers on the doughnut shape of the image can be seen in Figure 17 . In some of the center points that are chosen, we weren't able to observe the expected decline on the Aperture Averaging (AA) curve for limited amount of frames. This phenomena starts to become a problem when the turbulence level starts to gets stronger. The reason for that is the sensing time of the photo detector starts to become not enough and the amount of frame that is need for calculating the AA increases. In order to get rid of these false advertising and decreasing the computational complexity, we have used PAAA (Point Averaged Aperture Averaging). Different centers on the receiving beam have been chosen and for each of the equal-distance center points on the receiver beam the AA factor for varying sizes of the receiver has been calculated. It is found that the resulted AA curve can be reached by applying PAAA with much less frame number. Ratio of the number of frames that has been used in our study is "8" with ~1 ms shutter speed. Future study can be made by investigating the effects of number of center points that has been used and the shutter speed. The final characteristic PAAA factor that we have for strong turbulence (C n 2 = 3.24 x10 -14 ) data can be seen in Figure 18 . In Figure 19 , we are comparing the PAAA factor for our two strong turbulence experiment results. For this Experiment only the distance between the transmitter and the receiver are arranged to be 120 meters for both of the Experimental Sites. The height of the experiment is clearly a big factor in strong turbulence measurements. We have about 35 cm differences in terms of height above the ground between the Bilkent University and the UMD setup which create a big difference in the declination of the AA curves. C n 2 values are measured to be 5.21x10 -13 in the Bilkent University Setup and 3.24 x10 -14 in the UMD Setup. Figure 19 that we are getting stronger turbulence data from the Bilkent University experiment with a declination of the AA curve being the steepest. Even though the air conditions were more suitable for creating stronger turbulence in the UMD setup, the closeness to the ground allowed us to have stronger turbulence induced beam at the receiver side. As it can be seen from the analysis of the strongest segment of data in Figure 22 , at a 5 cm aperture diameter there is a huge error on the convergence of the Aperture Averaging curve with the theoretical data. According to our findings, as the C n 2 increases, prediction of the theoretical model stays below the experimental resulted curve but as C n 2 decreases the resulted theoretical curve stays above the experimental result. For relatively weak turbulent regimes, the theoretical model gives us a pretty good match with the experimental data as can be seen in Figure 23 . However we still should not be convinced with the results since for an accurate Aperture Averaging Analysis the most important part is the Aperture Averaging factor for the biggest diameter and we don't see the converged value of the model matching with the experimental findings. We can have a look at the overall picture modeling of the atmospheric turbulence in Figure 24 . It is apparent that we have some downsides when it comes to strong turbulence regimes. As the AA Factor curve converges, scintillation index model is working fine with weak-to-moderate turbulent regimes but when the C n 2 of the turbulent induced beam gets bigger the theoretical results stays very low when you compare with the experimental results which makes the model useless practically as it can be seen in Figure 22. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, a strong turbulence experimental setup for investigating the effects of AA Factor in FSO communication system is proposed. PAAA is proposed for analysis of AA Factors in strong turbulence regimes with less computational complexity. With the help of our strong turbulence experimental setup we have tested the Scintillation Index model which is the most accepted model in literature. It has been found that there is a good correlation between the Scintillation Index model and our experimental data for the AA factor when it comes to weak-to-intermediate turbulence regimes. However, for the strong turbulence regime, the model seems not to match the AA factor results from our experimental turbulence data. In addition, the aperture averaging factor for differenct turbulence regimes have been investigated. It was shown that the stronger the turbulence, the steeper the initial decline in the Aperture Averaging curves. The effect of aperture size at the receiver and the inner structure parameter in theory were also analyzed to monitor the change in the intensity variance as the Rytov variance increases. It has been seen that in theory using the scintillation index model for strong turbulence regimes 
